Architecturally inspired materials

Aptos creates a range of expression that is established through a palette of architecturally inspired materials. The enduring quality of wood sets the tone, complemented by textures of glass, stone, and aluminum. From the classic professional to the creative executive, Aptos provides the appropriate solution to furnish an entire project.
Private to open spaces

Large or small, open or enclosed, Aptos can furnish the vast array of spaces in today's modern workplace. Storage elements are designed to be efficient and purposeful. Height adjustability is integrated throughout the collection. Aptos delivers an array of capabilities that resonate beautifully with place and person regardless of working within or outside of walls.
Furniture designer Brian Graham actually began his career in interior design after graduating from California State University, Long Beach. Drawing from this background and a deep respect for design history, Brian is best known for his wooden casegoods and elegant seating designs.

After creating Graham Design in San Francisco in 1999, Brian has employed a comprehensive approach to the design, development, and marketing of furniture, accessories, lighting, and related products.